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Purify. Balance. 
Revitalize. Calm. Heal. 

The Trump Spa at Doral is a sanctuary for the senses.  
Utilizing the healing properties of nature, results-
driven technology, and curated experiences, we  
personalize a spa journey for each unique guest.  
Begin each ritual by choosing your intention  
to achieve the desired state of calm, energy, or  
restoration. Emerge with restored balance, renewed  
energy, and natural radiance.   

Your chosen Intention to Calm, Energize or Restore  
will include a refreshing mist, a healing hot tea, an  
aromatherapy inhalation and a take home Intention  
card to promote daily self-care.  
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Neuromuscular Massage  
60 / 90 MINUTES | $180 / 260 

A therapeutic treatment using specific techniques to  
address chronic pain and restore structural balance  
and alignment.  

Traveler’s Recovery Massage  
60 MINUTES | $175 

A moderate to deep pressure massage,  
relaxing tight and aching muscles utilizing a muscle  
soothing balm. 

signature treatment 

Contemporary Tai Massage 
90 MINUTES | $300 

Our skilled and experienced therapists will combine  
principles corresponding to oriental medicine  
and ayurveda through a series of stretching and  
pressure point techniques. This massage will balance  
your energy channels while improving circulation,  
unlocking your joints, relaxing your muscles and  
restoring your physical and mental well-being.  

Deep Tissue Massage  
60 / 90 MINUTES | $175 / 225 

Release deep rooted tension and stress with firm  
touch and focused pressure. May include stretching  
and more vigorous techniques. 
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Intentions Aromatherapy Massage 
60 / 90 MINUTES | $150 / 210 

Customized with your intention to Calm, Energize,  

or Restore. Choose from:  

CALM: Soothing aromas with soothing light  
petrissage strokes and rocking movements to calm  
the nerves and increase blood flow 

ENERGIZE: Uplifting aromas with vigorous strokes  
and cold stones to ease pain, tension and improve  
mobility and range of motion  

RESTORE: Healing aromas with medium pressure 
and  stretching movements to reinstate balance,  
calm and tranquility. 
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24 Carat Gold Ultimate Facial 
90 MINUTES | $300 

Experience the beauty and bliss of pure gold. Indulge  
in this results orientated luxury facial that that includes  
a powerful corrective peel and a 24 carat gold collagen  
mask that leaves skin bright, radiant, and glowing.  
This treatment includes the use of a facial device as  
recommended by your esthetician, in addition to a  
neck, shoulder, hand and foot massage with choice of  
aromatherapy to complement your experience.    

Refresh Herbal Recovery Facial 
80 MINUTES | $180 

Experience skin harmony and energize dull, tired  
skin with our Herbal Recovery Facial. Indulge in  
natural, toxin-free aromatic skin care unparalleled  
in performance. This facial treatment showcases an  
effervescent Vitamin C and copper mask.   
Leave refreshed and refined. 

Rare Rose Facial 
50 MINUTES | $140 

This blissful experience seamlessly combines 
advanced plant technology skin care, holistic 
therapeutic touch and traditional European facial 
techniques to create extraordinary relaxation and 
hydration. Warm aromatics including a soothing 
Australian rare rose essence is massaged expertly 
into your face, neck, shoulders and décolleté. Add 
soft cupping to remove inflammation and puffiness. 

Gentlemen’s Facial 
60 MINUTES | $150 

The perfect antidote to counteract the damage  
caused to your skin by a fast-paced, modern lifestyle.  
The  facial  includes an enzymatic detoxification and 
a nourishing massage focusing on face and scalp,  
shoulders, hands and arms. 

signature treatment 
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Diamond Cocoon Facial 
90 MINUTES | $250 

Experience a preventative and protective   
pre-biotic treatment that breathes new life into your  
complexion. Repairs skin and helps reverse effects of  
modern pollution and stress. Skin emerges vibrant,  
healthy and luminous. 

Diamond White Brightening 
60 / 90 MINUTES | $200 / 250 

A luxurious ritual that targets hyperpigmentation and  
photo-aging. Includes an innovative triple exfoliation  
process. Dramatically improves skin’s tone and  
texture. Our 90 minute service includes a double  
mask with firming, revitalizing Micronized Algae,  
enhances the benefits of previously applied products  
(also acts as a lip and eye treatment) 

Citrus Essence 
60 MINUTES | $185 

Drench your skin with the antioxidant power of  
vitamin C. This nutrient rich treatment revitalizes  
the senses, stimulates the production of collagen,  
reduces inflammation and intensely hydrates. 
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Jurlique’s botanical ingredients are grown and harvested by hand, so they can nourish yours. Treat and protect  
with one or both of the following rich and luscious nail care experiences: 

Sweet Violet Citrus Manicure  
40 MINUTES | $50 

Enjoy an exclusive blend of nourishing botanical oils  
designed specifically to treat and care for nails and  
cuticles. Includes a revitalizing copper mask. Choose  
this manicure to overcome dry, rough, technologically-
fatigued hands. This manicure includes an Australian rare  
rose hydrating and stress-reduction hand & arm massage. 

Refresher Manicure 
20 MINUTES | $40 

Our traditional manicure rejuvenates and  
refreshes the hands. 

Sweet Violet Pedicure  
50 MINUTES | $65 

Enjoy an over-the-top indulgent foot experience  
including a revitalizing copper infused mask. Perfect  
nail care and an extended lower leg massage with  
delicate rose oil. Choose this pedicure for dry, rough,  
exhausted feet. The Rare Rose Pedicure includes  
deep heel exfoliation and deep foot massage with  
Australian Rare Rose hydrating cream.  

Refresher Pedicure 
30 MINUTES | $50 

A classic pedicure to refresh and revitalize tired feet.  

signature treatment 
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Women’s Cut  $50 + 

Women’s Cut & Style  $60 + 

Blowout  $50 + 

One Step Color  $60 + 

One Step Color Retouch  $50 + 

Full Highlights  $95 + 

Partial Highlights  $65 + 

Updo — by consultation $50 + 

Men’s Cut  $40 + 
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